The interpretation of virtual gluons as ghosts in the non-linear gluonic structure of QCD permits the formulation and realization of a manifestly gauge-invariant and Lorentz covariant theory of interacting quarks/anti-quarks, for all values of coupling. The simplest example of quark/anti-quark scattering in a high-energy, quenched, eikonal model at large coupling is shown to be expressible as a set of finite, local integrals which may be evaluated numerically; and before evaluation, it is clear that the result will be dependent only on, and is damped by increasing momentum transfer, while displaying physically-reasonable color dependence in a manner underlying the MIT Bag Model and an effective, asymptotic freedom. Similar but more complicated integrals will result from all possible gluonic-radiative corrections to this simplest eikonal model. Our results are compatible with an earlier, field-strength analysis of Reinhardt et al.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has long been a strong-coupling framework in Abelian QFT, whose lowest-order approximation is the Eikonal Model; and, with due attention to color indices and their disruptive effects on the coherence of Abelian eikonalization, these techniques can be extended to QCD [1] . In this spirit, we would like to call attention to a novel, manifestly gaugeinvariant (MGI) method of calculating the sum of all virtual-gluon exchange graphs in QCD, including-and, in fact, made possible by-cubic and quartic gluon interactions. We illustrate this technique by its application to quark-quark (QQ) or quark-anti-quark(QQ) scattering in an eikonal-style, quenched approximation; in effect, we concentrate on the summation of all possible gluon exchanges with color coupling constant g treated as an averaged, or constant quantity, neglecting its renormalization, along with quark mass and propagator renormalizations.
By 'eikonal model' we mean one specific restriction: that all virtual-gluon 4-momenta emitted or absorbed by the scattering quarks are small compared with the incident and final
4-momenta of the quarks in their center of mass (CM). Corrections to such an eikonal model
were defined years ago [2] , and in principle may be adjoined to the present discussion; but that is outside the present analysis. In Abelian Physics, this assumption leads to coherent scalar or Neutral Vector Meson (NVM) exchanges; in QCD specific color fluctuations are introduced which can destroy such coherence. These color techniques were first introduced [3] as an intelligent, quasi-Abelian (QA) approximation to a theory of simple non-Abelian exchanges; but, in the present paper, with its emphasis on MGI and a concurrent summation over all cubic and quartic gluon interactions, such approximations become exact.
We treat the quarks as effectively asymptotic particles, since it takes only two or three in combination to make an asymptotic hadron. One can continue to retain gluons in the formalism, and if needed, introduce Faddeev-Popov ghosts [4] to insure that, when the such gauge-dependent gluon propagators are renormalized, expected properties are maintained.
But in this paper such considerations are suppressed, for we are concerned only with the enumeration and summation of all virtual gluon exchanges; and it is for these exchanges that the MGI properties hold. It should also be mentioned, and will be noted below at an appropriate point, that all possible gluon-exchange corrections to the relatively simple forms presented below will possess the MGI property. There is another, independent method of arriving at the equivalent of (1) in which one starts from Schwinger's Action principle [5] , where the enumeration of proper degrees of freedom is paramount, while gauge invariance takes a secondary and circuitous path. There, Schwinger's formalism is the one that we shall initially adopt, beginning with the choice of a relativistic gauge (e.g., one of standard gauges used in QED, or an axial gauge) for the free gluon generating functional (GF), expressing the full GF as a well-defined Action operator acting upon the free GF for gluons and quarks, and then employing a convenient rearrangement of the functional operations in terms of an equivalent but conceptually-simpler linkage operator. For specific processes, in that selected gauge, with the aid of Halpern and Fradkin/eikonal representations, one sums over ALL virtual, gluonic fluctuations, including those due to cubic and quartic gluon interactions; and one then trusts that subsequent events provide the necessary gauge invariance, at least for all physical processes, and renormalizations, as in QED In this presentation, we begin as above; but before all gluonic fluctuations are performed, we observe that, in QCD, unlike QED, there is one special way of insuring MGI. This simple step corresponds to treating virtual gluons as ghost gluons, with the result that all of the initial, gauge-dependent gluon propagators cancel away; this is gauge invariance with a vengeance! With one small exception-which will be discussed and justified in Section II-the form of this result has previously been found in field-strength analysis, e.g., that of Reinhardt et al. [6] , with the difference that our result is gauge independent, while that of Ref. [6] allows the choice of an arbitrary gauge; this difference is discussed following Eq. (29) of the present paper. It may also be of interest to note that the analysis of Ref. [6] These ideas, and their application to eikonal models of hadronic scattering (built out of eikonal models for the underlying quarks), should be of use to phenomenologists and experimentalists, who must translate pure QCD theory into practical predictions and require a separate analysis of binding, and that topic is not covered in this paper. Rather, we confine ourselves to the basic properties of quark scattering by the multiple gluon exchanges noted above, and observe qualitative results depending upon the impact parameter, which are reminiscent of the MIT Bag Model, and of asymptotic freedom.
One of the common features of QED is that MGI is incompatible with manifest Lorentz covariance (MLC); that is, one must choose, and has always chosen, a gauge-dependent formulation as the price of MLC. The reasons are well known, stemming from the effective balancing act of constraints vs. true degrees of photonic freedom. Traditionally, it has been most convenient to choose a gauge dependence for the covariant photon propagator, assure oneself of the gauge independence of radiative corrections to that photon propagator (by means of rigorous fermion-charge conservation), and accept the necessity of gauge-dependent photon propagators as long as all properly-defined S-matrix elements of the theory can be shown to be independent of gauge [7] . In QED, as Schwinger has shown [8] , Green's functions of operators calculated in the Coulomb gauge can be transformed into Green's functions in conventional relativistic gauges by adjoining an operator gauge transformation to the original operator, and so retain the basic quantum formalism without the need for indefinite metric quantization.
The same, basic formalism may be followed in analytic treatments of perturbative QCD.
An additional, additive feature has been the apparent necessity of adjoining "ghost" fields to the theory, in order to produce a conventional representation of the gluon propagator with its proper degrees of freedom [4] . As shown in this note, there exists a simple, 'virtualgluon-ghost' interpretation which can be used to 'spark' a MGI and MLC formulation of quark/anti-quark interactions; and in this formulation, the non-perturbative, mathematical representation of physical processes is expressed by an FI over the position and color coordinates of a single, anti-symmetric color tensor, χ a µν (x). This integral, which, long ago, was suggested by Halpern [9, 10] , begins life in the definition of an FI; but due to the ghost nature of the virtual gluons, is reduced to a single n-fold integral over 'local' position and color coordinates. One advantage of the present method is that it is accessible to couplings of any size; and, in fact, the calculations appear to simplify considerably in the limit of strong coupling.
As possibly the simplest, non-trivial illustration, we set up the calculation of a high-energy Q and/orQ eikonal scattering amplitude, in quenched approximation, and at large coupling, using recent eikonal techniques for non-Abelian interactions [2] . At the end of this model calculation, one can see that Halpern's integral describes an effective, 'almost-contact' interaction between the Q's and/orQ's, replacing the conventional, boson-propagator 'actionat-a-distance' Abelian eikonal result. As in QED, or any Abelian theory [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] , a logarithmic growth of a total cross section will require at least a partial lifting of the quenched approximation; in this simplest model invoking quenching, one finds a scattering amplitude dependent only upon momentum transfer (or impact parameter), with reasonable color structure.
One simplification employed below should be stressed, for although the model we present resembles an eikonal calculation, certain rather complicated normalization factors have, for convenience, been omitted, as noted at the appropriate place. The thrust of this presentation is therefore limited to display the method of virtual-gluon exchanges; and to show, in a scattering context, how dependence upon momentum transfer or impact parameter controls the disruptive effects of color fluctuations on otherwise-coherent, eikonal-like exchanges. To put this calculation into a strict eikonal framework, as in Appendix B of the QA reference [3] , one need calculate the neglected normalization factors; and hence when we refer to the 'scattering amplitude' we mean an unrenormalized, MGI and MLC quantity whose magnitude we can only compare for different impact parameters.
A list of abbreviations of frequently-used phrases has been added as Appendix D.
II. FORMULATION
Begin with QED, and its free-photon Lagrangian,
Its action integral may be rewritten as
and the difficulty of maintaining both MGI and MLC appears at this stage. What has typically been done since the original days of Fermi, who simply neglected the inconvenient 
and operate upon it by the 'interaction' λ-term, to produce a new, free-field GF
. The functional operation of (5) is fully equivalent to a bosonic, gaussian, FI; and such 'linkage operation' statements are frequently more convenient than the standard FI representations, since they do not require specification of infinite normalization constants.
The Tr-Log term is an infinite phase factor, representing the sum of the vacuum energies generated by longitudinal and time-like photons, with a weight λ arbitrarily inserted; this quantity could have been removed by an appropriate version of normal ordering, but can more simply be absorbed into an overall normalization constant.
Again starting from the D
c,µν of a Feynman propagator, and including the usual fermion interaction L int = igψγ · Aψ, and the gauge 'interaction'
2 , it is also easy to show that one generates the standard, Schwinger functional solution in the gauge ζ,
where the phase factor of (5) has been absorbed into N . It will be convenient to rearrange (6) using the easily-proven identity
where
, so that (6) now reads
This is the functional QED we know, and have used for a half-century.
We now come to QCD, with
and
Since 'proper' quantization in the Coulomb gauge, for the free and interacting theories yield the same ETCRs for QCD as for QED (with an extra δ ab color factor appearing in all relevant equations); and since at g = 0, QCD is the same free-field theory as QED (except for additional color indices); and since QED in any of the conventional relativistic gauges can be obtained by treating the
2 as an 'interaction' (as above); and therefore, rather than re-invent the wheel, we set up QCD in the form used above for QED.
As a final preliminary step, we write
; and for subsequent usage, after an integrationby-parts, we note the exact relation
[In the next few paragraphs, for simplicity, we suppress the quark variables, which will be re-inserted at the end of this gluon argument.]
To choose a particular relativistic gauge, multiply the 2nd RHS term of (11) by λ, and include this term as part of the interaction, to obtain the familiar QCD generating functional (GF) in the relativistic gauge specified by ζ = λ/(λ − 1)
or after rearrangement
with the determinantal phase factor of (5) propagator. This is an unfortunate situation because the choice λ = 1 is precisely the one which corresponds to MGI in QCD, as is clear from (11) .
But there is a very simple, alternate way of writing (13) , by replacing the L ′ of that equation by the relation given by the exact (11),
which (continuing to suppress the quark variables) yields
It is now obvious that the choice λ = 1 can be made. It will become clear below that, in the form (15) , these operations are exactly equivalent to the introduction of a gluonic ghost field; and it is this 'ghost property' for virtual gluon exchanges that generates an exceedingly simple, MGI and MLC result for the present eikonal model-and for all subsequent radiative corrections to this model that can be written. This ghost mechanism occurs because the ghost gluon has been introduced by the Feynman propagator assumption which leads to the factor exp
c · j of (15), while the term exp
is that functional operator which will remove every such propagator from the sum of all virtual processes of every n-point function of the theory, without exception. In effect, the gluon ghost acts as a 'spark plug' to generate the MGI and MLC interactions of the theory, which then take on a remarkably simple form.
If one argues that because no color gluons can ever be asymptotic, it is then reasonable to suppress the leading RHS factor exp
c · j of the rearranged GF; or, if one wishes to retain the specification of individual gluons, that factor may be retained, and standard Faddeev-Popov ghosts inserted to guarantee its proper perturbative renormalization. In the example to be given shortly, this factor plays no role and will therefore be omitted.
After rearrangement, and after re-inserting the quark variables, (15) becomes
, (16) and we next invoke the representation suggested by
Halpern [9] ,
where (17) represents a functional integral over the anti-symmetric tensor χ a µν (w). Here, all space-time is broken up into small regions of size δ 4 about each point w i and N ′ is a normalization constant so chosen that the RHS of (17) becomes equal to unity as F a µν → 0. In this way, the GF may be rewritten as (
As noted above, we treat the quarks and anti-quarks as stable entities during the scattering; and then must calculate functional derivatives with respect to the sourcesη(x 1 ), η(y 1 ), η(x 2 ), and η(y 2 ), which bring down factors of
, where the superscripts I and II refer to the scattering fermions. With standard mass-shell amputation, we pass to the small-momentum-transfer limit of the eikonal model [3] , derived in detail in Appendix B of this reference for the specific case of QQ scattering, and using the conventional, FI approach in an axial gauge. (The discussion of Appendix B of ref. [3] contains the full QCD, with cubic and quartic gluon interactions.)
The quark scattering amplitude is given by the familiar eikonal form [3] ,
while the exponential of the eikonal function, E = exp [iX] , is obtained in this quenched formalism by the appropriately normalized (as in (B.32) of this reference) action of the linkage
, where the factors denoted by OE{· · · } are the ordered exponentials contributed by the Green's functions corresponding to the incident and outgoing particles, as noted below. As remarked in the previous section, for simplicity of presentation, certain normalization factors shall be suppressed; and therefore our result is only a qualitative expression of the scattering amplitude, or rather, of the eikonal exponential E = exp[iX], in its dependence upon impact parameter. But from this qualitative result it will be possible-by means of two numerical integrations-to obtain a qualitative picture of the effective interaction potential between a pair of quarks or of a quark and an anti-quark.
In QED each such Green's function G c [A] would contribute an exponential factor
but in QCD it will generate an ordered exponential (OE) of form
In order to extract the A-dependence from such OE, we rewrite (21) as
where d[α] is a functional integral defined over all values of the mesh coordinates −∞ ≤ s i ≤ +∞. One then writes a representation for the δ-functional of (22), so that the OE of (21) becomes
, a normalization constant for the functional integral over the 'proper time' s values, with the width of each mesh given by ∆ (of dimension (length)
These operations have become routine in eikonal analysis [1, 3] .
In our present QCD eikonal scattering amplitude, each Q, orQ, is described by a Green's function G c (x i , y i |A), and each has an OE of the form expressed by (23), with corresponding p i , y i , and Ω c µ (s i ) variables. In QCD eikonal models, only the interaction corresponding to multiple gluon exchanges between the scattering QQ are retained, and the functions contributing to the eikonal amplitude will contain those pair-wise-interaction variables in the manner of (36), below.
There is another A-dependence contribution to G c [A], the OE denoted by
where this OE is again defined by its s-value. However, in the present virtual-ghost-gluon calculation, a simple scaling argument shows that these spin-sensitive terms do not appear.
We retain the basic idea of an eikonal model, concerned with the interaction of a Q, orQ, each treated as a particle of renormalized mass m and color charge g; and to effect this statement, we suppress all self-energy structure of each Q, orQ. We also suppress the From (18) and (23), our eikonal exponential function E = e iX will be proportional to
The linkage operation is again Gaussian, and yields
Tr ln
and here is where the 'ghost-magic' appears, since
The Q-dependence of (26) is then just
c propagators canceling away, leaving an integral over a single space-time variable, w,
Precisely this form of effective interaction was previously found in an instanton approximation to a QCD field-strength formalism [6] with the difference that our (29) Different gauges are traditionally chosen in order to simplify calculations of different processes; for example, in the calculation of infrared effects in QED, the Yennie gauge, ζ = −2, is to be preferred over that of any other ζ value because it simplifies the analysis.
Gauge A is chosen to calculate process A because gauge B or C would entail a great deal of unnecessary work; but because the Physics is independent of gauge, if no errors are made, then the use of gauge B or C or any other gauge must give exactly the same results as does the use of gauge A. Instead of using gauge A to calculate any process, we could use the average of gauge A and of gauge B, or take the average over all possible gauges; the physical answer must be the same. In the language of reference [6] , the choice of g a (x) is arbitrary;
and so we suppose that we may average over an arbitrary number of such g a ( Just as an average over all paths is path-independent, so an average over all possible gauge choices is gauge independent; our result is gauge invariant [16] 
Tr ln B · e
Tr ln (−Dc) .
Setting A = 0, and treating exp − 
with an appropriate normalization N . But the ghost mechanism is not simply just the Gaussian integral (32), for in the linkage operator formalism one sees the removal of all D c from the internal, virtual structure of the theory. It is in this sense that our virtual QCD formalism corresponds to the use of a gluon ghost, which has been forced upon us by the requirement of MGI; and that requirement is then rigorously satisfied by the removal of all gauge-dependent gluon propagators.
It should be emphasized that this ghost removal will occur automatically for every cor- Our final Halpern integral is much simpler to evaluate for large coupling, rather than small; and in the interests of simplicity of presentation, that question has been left unanswered.
Another untouched question is whether color-charge renormalization in this formalism will require additional Faddeev-Popov ghosts, which could certainly be inserted, if desired.
Returning to (25) and (26), now written in the form
We first drop the self-energy parts of the Q-dependence, retaining for the exponential factor
and then, for simplicity, discard all but the largest g-dependence of (34),
Inserting the eikonal representations of R a Iµ and R b IIν , in the CM of the scattering quarks, we need to evaluate
Here, p 1 , p 2 , y 1 and y 2 are the relevant 4-momenta and space-time coordinates appearing in each Q/Q Green's function, and they are evaluated in the CM of the scattering Q/Q, which are (initially) assumed to have zero relative transverse momentum. In this way,
so that the product of the two delta-functions of (36) becomes
, 
which separates itself from the b-dependent part of the calculation. The latter, in contrast, is now given by
where ∆ = δ 2 , and δ refers to the small distance, in each of four space-time directions surrounding the point w (0) . For a later purpose, we shall borrow a divergent factor from one of the normalization terms, and so insert a ∆, multiplying χ, into the determinant of (41). Henceforth, we suppress the w (0) symbol, with the understanding that the integral of (42)
and we must then interpret the quantity ∆ δ (2) ( b). For this, first write a Fourier representation
and realize that this integral requires a specification of all k ⊥ . But is this reasonable in an eikonal model of quarks, where we understand that such quarks can never be measured in isolation, with precise values of momenta? Rather, we must extend this eikonal model to allow for unmeasurable transverse momenta exchanged between quarks of the same hadron, before any quarks in different hadrons can be imagined to interact with each other, as is the conceptual situation of this calculation. That transverse momenta, which can be treated as an average quantity even though it can never be measured with precision, will certainly be smaller than the CM momenta, or the CM energy, of the hadrons which are actually scattering; and it will be on the same order of magnitude as the transverse momenta defining the δ-function above. In other words, taking into account that we are talking about quark scattering, rather than particle scattering, the magnitude of the transverse momenta inside d 2 k ⊥ must be limited; and the natural parameter which sets the scale for highenergy scattering, in which eikonal models are most relevant, is the CM scattering energy of the hadrons. We therefore insert under the integral of d 2 k ⊥ a limiting factor for its transverse momenta; this can be done in many, physically-equivalent ways, but perhaps the simplest is to use exp − k 
III. EVALUATION
We next turn to the evaluation of (44), which is to be inserted under the normalized functional integrals
But the b-dependence of (44) 
with the result that all that remains of the color dynamics are the tedious but straightforward, ordinary integrals
where we have rescaled the α I,II variables, and suppressed their now useless (0) notation, as well as the notational change:χ → χ, for the remaining χ integration.
To evaluate (47) one needs a representation of the inverse of the doubly anti-symmetric
. If there exist n color and 4 space-time coordinates, there are then 3n(n − 1) independent quantities comprising this quantity, and the simplest, compatible assumption is to write
where we expect G ab and H µν each to be anti-symmetric. If (48) is true, there then follows the necessary condition
which can be used to provide implicit representations for both G and H, as follows. Set a = b in (49) and sum over all color coordinates to obtain
from which it follows that
Similarly, set µ = ν and sum over space-time indices to obtain
It will be convenient to define
so that (51) and its inverse can be expressed as
The general statement of the inverse of an anti-symmetric, 4 × 4 matrix can be used to represent Q −1 as
but it will be most useful to note that only one of the six, independent H µν , H 30 , is multiplied by the factor gϕ in the exponential of (44); and for small b and large g, this contribution
will be large. Does this carry the implication that, for all color indices, the χ 
so that
with G ab given by the inverse of (58).
Does the inverse of G −1 exist? The inverse of an anti-symmetric matrix M ab of eight rows and columns is given by
where ǫ abcdef gh is the unit anti-symmetric tensor of eight dimensions. However, if Rewriting (52) in the form ( required at one point in the calculation, it is immediately followed by a factor det [G] ; and the product of two such determinants is unity. But were there a divergent contribution of any form associated with the original (f · χ) −1 , which we have represented by the product from G · H, there exist separate arguments to show that such divergences have no effect on the Physics; one of those arguments appears in the paper by Reinhardt, et al. [6] , and an independent proof is given in Appendix A of the present paper. Perhaps the simplest argument is to observe that any singularity of (f · χ) −1 will cause the exponent of (44) to oscillate infinitely rapidly, and make no contribution to the integral.
Finally, in the special limit of small impact parameter, the eikonal exponential E[χ] will reduce to a finite set of possible terms-all considerably smaller than that of the large impact parameter result-involving the magnitude of the diagonalized components of G. In this way, because the color coordinates are coupled to space-time, the procedure is well defined and yields qualitative results in agreement with QCD intuition. We shall find that for large impact parameters the scattering is coherent, with the quarks retaining their original color, while for smaller impact parameters, color fluctuations reduce the magnitude of the amplitude.
IV. ESTIMATION
If the Halpern variable χ a µν is written as z a µν r µν , where z a µν represents the color-projection of a 'magnitude' r µν , inspection of the original inter-relations of G and H shows that G is independent of the 'magnitudes' r, and depends only upon the z; and we shall assume the same dependence forH andḠ. In contrast,H, while dependent upon the z, varies as the inverse of the r variables; and it is this latter r-dependence which appears to be most relevant to the overall color properties of the amplitude. We shall therefore treat the zdependence as producing relatively unimportant averages which are to be relegated to later numerical integrations, and concentrate in what follows on the output of the r-integrals.
Since the gϕ-dependence of (47) is associated with the dependence of H 30 , integration over χ 12 variables can be moved into a separate, uninteresting normalization constant; and we suppress the (30)-subscripts of the remaining χ 30 variables.
The gϕ-dependent exponential factor of (47) is then
and we first consider the integral
and d n Ω II yields r gϕ
, after removing the χ c 12 -dependence, there remain the gϕ-dependent integrals
and with dχ c = r dz c ,
Then, (64) may be rewritten as
For clarity of presentation, in the passage from (44) and (45) to (62), we have suppressed the factor of det(gf · χ) −1 of (44). From the discussion of Section III and that of Appendix A, this omitted term will contribute a factor of r −1/2 to the integrand of (67), which will have no bearing on the qualitative conclusions of Sections IV and V.
It will now be most convenient to isolate the α I,II factors from the λ I,II factors, by writing
so that integration over the α I,II may be performed,
where α = gϕ/r. With the variable change:
and one notes that the determinantal factor of (70) combines with that of (67) to produce a factor of unity.
At this point is useful to perform the remaining v, w integrals written in the form
Clearly, for gϕ(b) → 0, (71) reduces to a constant, independent of color factors, so that in this limit the initial and final quark colors must remain the same; but for large gϕ(b), there will be oscillations involving changing color coordinates away from that constant, so that the magnitude of the b-dependent amplitude will be reduced.
We have carried out a simple estimation of this effect for the simplest case of SU (2) in Appendix B, and find that the expectations described in the above paragraph hold true:
Color fluctuations at small impact parameter diminish the coherent scattering produced at larger impact parameter. This non-perturbative and gauge-invariant statement can form the conceptual basis of quark scattering and binding, as well as asymptotic freedom. A more precise statement must await a careful program of numerical integration, which we are not able to perform. But there can be little doubt of the qualitative nature of the output of such a detailed calculation; and for this reason, we believe that the methods described in this paper open a door to the realistic estimation and calculation of detailed QCD processes, properly gauge invariant, and containing all orders of coupling.
V. SUMMARY AND EXPECTATIONS
The above Sections have described a new method of calculating a particular scattering process in QCD, to all orders of the coupling and with GI and LC assured. We have made a number of approximations for ease of presentation, as well as for our inability of performing certain relatively unimportant integrations which must be left for subsequent numerical integration. Our result is a qualitative expression of the eikonal exponential function E = exp [iX], given as a function of the square of the impact parameter between the scattering particles. And from this quantity, by a process requiring numerical integrations, it is, in principle, possible to obtain a qualitative idea of the effective interaction potential between a pair of quarks or of a quark and an anti-quark.
To see this, return for a moment to the simple, potential theory problem of a particle scattering from an external potential V (|r|). There, the corresponding function E is given by the exponential of a simple kinematical factor multiplying the two-dimensional expression of that potential, obtained-as a result of a relevant, eikonal-calculation prescription-by calculating the three-dimensional Fourier transform of that potential,Ṽ (|k|), and setting the longitudinal component of that 3-momentum equal to zero, to obtainṼ (|k ⊥ |).
In all previous field theory models, or approximate calculations of subsets of Feynman graphs, which yield eikonals, χ(b), dependent upon the square of the impact parameter, the two-dimensional Fourier transform of that eikonal generates an effectiveṼ (|k ⊥ |); and the simple 'extension' of |k ⊥ | to the full, three-dimensional |k|, produces the Fourier transform of the original potentialṼ (|r|). The same process may be considered for the log of the function E we have obtained, with its built-in, qualitative approximations. Because of the relative complexity of our result, the Fourier transform over its b-dependence must be done numerically; but that is certainly possible, in principle; and it will generate a qualitativeṼ (|k ⊥ |). Then, the simple enlargement of that argument, from |k ⊥ | to the full |k|, producesṼ (|k|); and a subsequent Fourier transform, again performed numerically, will yield a qualitative form for the effective potential V (|r|) between quarks and/or anti-quarks.
Of course, the potential will, in SU(3), involve Gell-Mann color matrices, as in SU (2) it involves Pauli matrices; but these can be included, in principle, in a perhaps tedious but straightforward way (as in Eq. (3.8) and the following paragraph of reference [3] ). Improvements to our qualitative E can surely be made, by numerical integration over the r-and z-factors, at different stages. But here is a method of analytically producing a qualitative, effective V (|r|)-as well as an associated scattering amplitude-which includes contributions from every single QCD Feynman graph relevant to the process.
Of course, we have left out, again for simplicity of presentation, those parts of the Physics dealing with charge renormalization, and with the production of particles in the scattering process, inelastic effects which have such a unitarity importance to a scattering amplitude.
But, as explained in the text, these effects can be systematically included in the MGI/MLC calculations. They may not be able to be calculated exactly, but it will surely be possible to understand their qualitative features. or a renormalization group argument, set up to represent the sum of all perturbative effects, but whose beta function is then estimated by a few orders of perturbation theory; or by the sum of 'leading-order' perturbative terms, which then omit whole classes of Feynman graphs. In contrast, we believe that the present method holds great hope for generating at least qualitative descriptions of field-theory Physics which include, or can be systematically made to include, every virtual exchange.
In this appendix, one wishes to get some insight into the role of the operator [f ·χ] −1 's possible zero eigenvalues. One then focuses on the expression (44), here rewritten as
which is a part of the larger expression
and where n, as in the main text, is a shortcut for N 2 −1. One has the relation
where the λ a 's are the n traceless generators of the SU(N) Lie algebra, taken in its n × n-
Being symmetric under the combined exchange a ↔ b, 3 ↔ 0 the operator [f ·χ 30 ] can be diagonalized and has real eigenvalues. Note that this property applies to [f ·χ µν ] and can be deduced from (33) with Q a µ , the current given after (25). In the form (A1), though, this property is not transparent. With the p i,µ , at i = 1, 2, given after (36), this is because (A1) results from a re-arrangement of an original expression
on which that symmetry can be read off easily. 
where the ξ a 's are the N Now, relying on Theorem 3.2 in Ref. [19] , and taking (A3) and (A5) into account, it is possible to rewrite (A1) as
where the delta-function accounts for the traceless property of any [f ·χ] matrix, and where N is the normalization constant
Of course, calculations can be continued further [20] , but in (A6) it already appears that the possible occurrence of vanishing eigenvalues is not a problem, and that they should not contribute significantly.
APPENDIX B: ESTIMATION IN SU(2)
The quantities
2 ) used repeatedly in the text are simply solid angle factors, as can be seen immediately for n = 3 of SU(2). There, one can make a variable change from z 1 , z 2 , z 3 to λ, θ, φ, where −1 ≤ λ ≤ +1, z 1 = λ sin θ cos φ, z 2 = λ sin θ sin φ,
The Jacobian of the transformation dz 1 dz 2 dz 3 = Jdλdθdφ is simple to obtain,
as expected.
To illustrate how color fluctuations can reduce a coherent amplitude, consider the simplest SU(2) case of (71), where
Upon performing the angular integrations, and then integration over the magnitude of v, one obtains
The integral d 3 Ω J I (Ω) e iα Ω·Ḡ· Ω then becomes 1 4π
and performing the final d 3Ω J II (Ω) on the result of (B4) produces for the SU(2) form of (71) the result 1 4π
where ξ 1 , . . . , ξ 5 are numerical constants. TheḠ ab are gi-ven by that numerator function of (59), where the M ab depend upon the z c -components of χ (B5) are unchanged, but the exponential factor z ′ ·Ḡ ′ ·z ′ is simplified becauseḠ ′ is diagonal.
After converting to angular coordinates, let us simplify even further by suppressing the φ ′ -, φ ′ -dependence of that exponential, and merely calculate the θ ′ ,θ ′ integrals, using z ′ = cos θ
where a = gϕ(b)Ḡ ′ 33 /r, and we assume thatḠ ′ 33 = 0. These integrals are elementary and yield
For large values of a, corresponding to small impact parameter, I(a) ≃ 2π/a, and is damped in comparison to the corresponding integrals one finds for a → 0, I(0) = 4. This sort of damping is naturally to be expected when color fluctuations destroy the large impact parameter coherence, as stated in the text at the end of Section IV.
APPENDIX C: GAUGE INDEPENDENCE
The QCD Lagrangian can be expressed as 
and λ a are the color matrices of SU (3) . Separate the gluon sector of Lagrangian into two parts as [21] L gluon = − 
One can add and subtract a 'gauge-fixing' term to the gluon Lagrangian, which does not change its overall gauge invariance. 
where j a µ , η µ , andη µ are gluon, quark and anti-quark sources, respectively. Following the conventional approach, either functional integral or Schwinger's Action principle [7] , the free generating functional with
where the gauge field propagator is now defined by the gauge condition with a gauge parameter ζ as i L 
respectively, and where R The result is independent of the gluon (gauge field) propagator. The derivation is valid for arbitrary relativistic gauge conditions.
APPENDIX D: LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations have been used freely throughout the text.
